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Inhalt: M. Tietz: Hans Flasche 1911-1994: Calderonista e iniciador de los Coloquios anglo-germanos sobre Calder�n I. Arellano / M. C. Pinillos: La recuperaci�n de los autos sacramentales calderonianos L. Benabu: Pedro Crespo y la problematizaci�n del g�nero en una lectura teatral de El Alcalde de Zalamea B. P. E. Bentley: Las im�gines y los topoi en los di�logos de amor de Antes que todo es mi dama G. Beutler: La Aurora en Copacabana
Y. Campbell: Estoicismo y transgresi�n ideol�gica en La vida es sue�o S. L. Fischer: La puesta en escena en Calder�n V. Garc�a Ruiz: Calder�n, Felipe Lluch y el auto sacramental M. Rich Greer: Im�gines de la caza, cazadores y cazados S. Hern�ndez Araico: El sarao en El castillo de Lindabridis A. R. Lauer: Los mon�logos de los reyes en Calder�n J. London: Algunos montajes de Calder�n en el Tercer Reich M. McKendrick: La imagen
pintada en Darlo todo y no dar nada S. Neumeister: Amor y poder en el teatro de Calder�n I. Nolting-Hauff: Mezcla de g�neros en El m�gico prodigioso A. K.P. Paterson: El marco seglar del auto sacramental revisitado G. Poppenberg: Quo tendas. Hacia los autos poetol�gicos de Calder�n A. Porqueras Mayo: La reacci�n cr�tica ante Calder�n en el siglo XVII J. Rolshoven: Realizaci�n t�cnica y perspectivas de la Concordancia
Calderoniana.
Entre los libros proyectados para profundizar en la figura de Marcelino Menéndez Pelayo, al calor del primer centenario de su muerte, no podía faltar este dedicado a las ediciones y estudios que llevó a cabo sobre el teatro de Lope de Vega, una labor enorme y seminal que constituye uno de los frentes principales de su magna obra, al tiempo que supone un hito fundamental de la recuperación del género dramático y de la literatura en general del Siglo
de Oro en la España contemporánea.
El Arte Nuevo de Estudiar Comedias
La Fuente Ovejuna de Federico García Lorca
From Peasant to Noble in Lope de Vega and Calder—n
Blood on the Stage, 1600 to 1800
García Lorca Review
Fuente Ovejuna, El caballero de Olmedo, La dama boba, El castigo sin venganza, Arte nuevo de hacer comedias
Leading Golden Age theatre experts examine the ways that comedias have been adapted and reinvented, offering a broad performance history of the genre for scholars and practicioners alike.
In this volume, Kathleen Jeffs draws on first-hand experience of the Royal Shakespeare Company's rehearsal room for the 2004-05 Spanish Golden Age season to put forth a collaborative model for translating, rehearsing, and performing Spanish Golden Age drama. Building on the RSC season, the volume offers methodologies for translation and communication that can feed the creative processes of actors and directors, while maintaining an ethos of fidelity with regards to the
original texts. It argues that collaboration between academics and theatre practitioners was instrumental in the success of the season and that the work carried out has repercussions for critical debate of Comedia. The volume posits a model for future productions of the Comedia in English, one that recognizes the need for the languages of the scholar and the theatre artist to be made mutually intelligible by the use of collaborative strategies, mediated by a consultant or dramaturg
proficient in both tongues. This model applies more generally to theatrical collaborations involving a translator, writer and director, and will be useful for translation and performance processes in any language.
Introduction by Nicholas Dromgoole. Both plays are highly charged emotional works, full of Lope de Vega’s vitality. This adaptation of Fuente Ovejuna was performed in Declan Donnellan’s directorial debut at the Royal National Theatre.
recepción y metamorfosis de una obra dramática (1920-1960)
Fuente Ovejuna
˜Laœ Fuente Ovejuna de Federico Garcia Lorca
Obras
Cervantes, the Golden Age, and the Battle for Cultural Identity in 20th-Century Spain
Fuenteovejuna ; El castigo sin venganza

This volume examines the key representations of transgression drama produced between 1600 and 1800. Arranged in chronological order, the entries consist of plot summary (often including significant dialogue), performance data (if available), opinions by critics and scholars, and other features.
Se agiganta con el paso del tiempo la obra teatral de Federico García Lorca. Su presencia en los escenarios de España y de todo el mundo es cada vez mayor. A pesar de su prematura desaparición, Lorca consiguió crear un estilo nuevo, una nueva manera teatral, a caballo entre la tradición y la vanguardia. Aunque de raíces claramente
españolas, como la pintura de Picasso o la música de Falla, Lorca es, junto a Cervantes, Calderón y Arrabal, nuestro escritor más internacional. En esta edición, que ofrece un texto esmerado de la obra lorquiana, se ha tenido en cuenta de modo especial la historia de su recepción escénica a partir de los principales montajes desde 1920,
año de su primer estreno, hasta la actualidad. Esta edición crítica del Teatro completo, de Federico García Lorca, se inscribe dentro de las actividades investigadoras del Instituto del Teatro de Madrid (ITEM), al que pertenecen sus tres responsables.
Traveler, There Is No Road offers a compelling and complex vision of the decolonial imagination in the United States from 1931 to 1943 and beyond. By examining the ways in which the war of interpretation that accompanied the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939) circulated through Spanish and English language theatre and performance in the
United States, Lisa Jackson-Schebetta demonstrates that these works offered alternative histories that challenged the racial, gender, and national orthodoxies of modernity and coloniality. Jackson-Schebetta shows how performance in the US used histories of American empires, Islamic legacies, and African and Atlantic trades to fight
against not only fascism and imperialism in the 1930s and 1940s, but modernity and coloniality itself. This book offers a unique perspective on 1930s theatre and performance, encompassing the theatrical work of the Cuban, Puerto Rican, and Spanish diasporas in the United States, as well as the better-known Anglophone communities.
Jackson-Schebetta situates well-known figures, such as Langston Hughes and Clifford Odets, alongside lesser-known ones, such as Erasmo Vando, Franca de Armiño, and Manuel Aparicio. The milicianas, female soldiers of the Spanish Republic, stride on stage alongside the male fighters of the Lincoln Brigade. They and many others used
the multiple visions of Spain forged during the civil war to foment decolonial practices across the pasts, presents, and futures of the Americas. Traveler conclusively demonstrates that theatre and performance scholars must position US performances within the Americas writ broadly, and in doing so they must recognize the centrality of the
hemisphere’s longest-lived colonial power, Spain.
Fuenteovejuna
The Director's Voice
A Companion to Lope de Vega
Golden Age Drama in Contemporary Spain
Modern Drama Scholarship and Criticism 1966-1980
PERIBAÑEZ Y EL COM.- FUENTEOVEJUNA. 2a. Ed.
Studies that connect the Spanish 17th and 20th centuries usually do so through a conservative lens, assuming that the blunt imperialism of the early modern age, endlessly glorified by Franco's dictatorship, was a constant in the Spanish imaginary. This book, by contrast, recuperates the thriving, humanistic vision of the Golden Age celebrated by Spanish progressive thinkers, writers, and artists in the decades prior to 1939 and the Francoist Regime. The hybrid, modern
stance of the country in the 1920s and early 1930s would uniquely incorporate the literary and political legacies of the Spanish Renaissance into the ambitious design of a forward, democratic future. In exploring the complex understanding of the multifaceted event that is modernity, the life story and literary opus of Miguel de Cervantes (1547-1616) acquires a new significance, given the weight of the author in the poetic and political endeavors of those Spanish left-wing
reformists who believed they could shape a new Spanish society. By recovering their progressive dream, buried for almost a century, of incipient and full Spanish modernities, Ana María G. Laguna establishes a more balanced understanding of both the modern and early modern periods and casts doubt on the idea of a persistent conservatism in Golden Age literature and studies. This book ultimately serves as a vigorous defense of the canonical as well as the neglected
critical traditions that promoted Cervantes's humanism in the 20th century.
In this comparative study of English and Spanish drama, the author concerns himself with theatrical conventions, the social significance of drama, and audience-reception in early modern Spain and England. His primary focus of this study is the drama of Shakespeare and some of his contemporaries, particularly Thomas Dekker, in England, and the peasant honor plays of Lope de Vega in Spain. The study addresses the representation of social conflict in the public drama
of these two countries, and it provides not only literary analysis of individual plays, but also fascinating new insights into the sociology of theatre as an institution.
This book examines Spain's reception of Russo-Soviet literature and its relationship with Nuevo Romanticismo through the lens of Bakhtin's theories on the novel.
Selección de obras
Public Theater in Golden Age Madrid and Tudor-Stuart London
Métodos de propaganda activa en la Guerra Civil española
La Fuente Ovejuna de Federico García Lorca /Suzanne W. Byrd
El teatro de García Lorca y la crítica
Otro Lope no ha de haber - Volume 1°

An assessment of the life, work and reputation of Spain's leading Golden Age dramatist
Lope de Vega (1562-1635), widely regarded as the architect of the drama of the Spanish Golden Age, was known by his contemporaries as the `monster of Nature' on account of his creativity as a playwright. Claiming to have written more than a thousand plays, he created plots and characters notable for their energy, inventiveness and
dramatic power, and which, in contrast to French classical drama, combine the serious and the comic in their desire to imitate life. Fuente Ovejuna, based on Spanish history, and revealing how tyranny leads to rebelliion, is perhaps his best-known play. The Knight from Olmedo is a moving dramatization of impetuous and youthful passion
which ends in death. Punishment without Revenge, Lope's most powerful tragedy, centres on the illicit relationship of a young wife with her stepson and the revenge of a dishonoured husband. These three plays, grouped here in translations which are faithful to the original Spanish, vivid and intended for performance, embody the very best of
Lope's dramatic art. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading
authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.
Ur innehållet: J. Scandinavian drama (s. [398]-423).
Letras de Deusto
Translation and Performance
Refiguring the Hero
Milestone Plays of Murder, Mystery, and Mayhem
Fuente ovejuna La fuente ovejuna de Federico Garcia Lorca
La fuente ovejuna

"Fuente Ovejuna" es una de las obras más populares y representadas de Lope de Vega, y una de las más importantes del teatro clásico español. En ella se plasma la lucha de los humildes contra los poderosos que pretenden pisotearlos. Creerse el dueño de todo, incluso del honor y de la voluntad de los súbditos, deriva, tarde o temprano, en el enfrentamiento social más violento. (Edición de José Antonio
Torregrosa).
This is the first monograph on the performance and reception of sixteenth- and seventeenth- century national drama in contemporary Spain, which attempts to remedy the traditional absence of performance-based approaches in Golden Age studies. The book contextualises the socio-historical background to the modern-day performance of the country’s three major Spanish baroque playwrights (Calderón
de la Barca, Lope de Vega and Tirso Molina), whilst also providing detailed aesthetic analyses of individual stage and screen adaptations.
A cultural and intellectual history that explains the intersection of politics and culture, and the formation of a national identity, during Spain's Second Republic and Civil War. It counters recent scholarship claiming that leaders of the Second Republic had no programmes for inventing traditions to encourage a Spanish national identity.
Spanish Reception of Russian Narratives, 1905-1939
Modern Drama Scholarship and Criticism 1981-1990
Three Major Plays
undécimo Coloquio Anglogermano sobre Calderón : St. Andrews, Escocia, 17-20 de julio de 1996
Class, Gender and Festive Community
Analiza, desde una perspectiva multidisciplinar, y siempre buscando la necesaria objetividad, las diversas expresiones culturales en las que, tanto republicanos como alcistas, se apoyaron para apuntalar su ideario. Ofrece así un extenso recorrido en el que a los dos artífices mayores de la propaganda cultural, Partido Comunista de España y Falange Española Tradicionalista y de las JONS, se une un gran número de
intérpretes.
With a rare blend of grace, warmth, and scholarship, Leslie Stainton raises the stakes of our appreciation for the greatest of Spain's modern poets, Federico Garca Lorca. Drawing on fourteen years of research; more than a hundred letters unknown to prior biographers; exclusive interviews with Lorca's friends, family, and acquaintances; and dozens of newly discovered archival material, Stainton has brought her
subject to life as few writers can. She describes his carefree childhood in rural Andalusia; his residencies in Madrid and Granada, then in New York, Havana, and Buenos Aires; his potent interaction with other Spanish artists, such as Salvador Dal, Luis Buuel, and the composer Manuel de Falla; and, finally, Stainton shows how Lorca's marginal political activity during the Spanish Civil War still cost him his life.
Throughout, Stainton meticulously but unobtrusively relates the oeuvre to the life. Her biography is quickly becoming the standard one-volume work on the poet.
Lope de Vega’s masterpiece, a classic play of the Spanish Golden Age, in a vibrant new translation Lope de Vega “single-handedly created the Spanish national theatre,” writes Roberto González Echevarría in the introduction to this new translation of Fuenteovejuna. Often compared to Shakespeare, Molière, and Racine, Lope is widely considered the greatest of all Spanish playwrights, and Fuenteovejuna (The
Sheep Well) is among the most important Spanish Golden Age plays.Written in 1614, Fuenteovejuna centers on the decision of an entire village to admit to the premeditated murder of a tyrannical ruler. Lope masterfully employs the tragicomic conventions of the Spanish comedia as he leavens the central dilemma of the peasant lovers, Laurencia and Frondoso, with the shenanigans of Mengo, the gracioso or
clown. Based on an actual historical incident, Fuenteovejuna offers a paean to collective responsibility and affirmation of the timeless values of justice and kindness.Translator G. J. Racz preserves the nuanced voice and structure of Lope de Vega’s text in this first English translation in analogical meter and rhyme. Roberto González Echevarría surveys the history of Fuenteovejuna, as well as Lope’s enormous
literary output and indelible cultural imprint. Racz’s compelling translation and González Echevarría’s rich framework bring this timeless Golden Age drama alive for a new generation of readers and performers.
Bibliographic Index
Teatro completo
Staging the Spanish Golden Age
Spanish Classical Theater in Adaptation
Texto e imagen en Calderón
Transcultural Dialogues

Foremost stage directors describe their working process: JoAnne Akalaitis, Arvin Brown, René Buch, Martha Clarke, Gordon Davidson, Robert Falls, Zelda Fichandler, Richard Foreman, Adrian Hall, John Hirsch, Mark Lamos, Marshall W. Mason, Des McAnuff, Gregory Mosher, Harold S. Prince, Lloyd Richards, Peter Sellars, Andrei Serban, Douglas Turner Ward, Robert Woodruff, and Garland
Wright.
The successor to modern drama scholarship and criticism 1966-1980, the present volume is a classified, selective list of publications for the period 1981-1990, with many additions and corrections to the previous volume. It refines and supplements the series of annual bibliographies that Charles Carpenter compiled for the journal Modern Drama from 1982 to 1993. The work is designed both as a convenient
checklist of significant scholarship on all aspects of world drama since Ibsen and as a bibliographical prTcis of the discipline as it has evolved since 1980. The great majority of its 25,200 entries concern literary currents in drama since the last third of the nineteenth century and the associated playwrights, although theatre history is also well represented. Because of the heightened interest in semiotic,
anthropological, feminist, and other theoretical approaches to drama during the decade of the 1980s, the 'Contemporary Theory' section has been greatly expanded. The primary organization is geographic/linguistic; the main divisions are World Drama, then American, British and Irish, Canadian, Hispanic, French, Italian, Germanic, Scandinavian, Eastern European, African and West Indian,
Australasian, and Asian drama. A name index is included. Although the bibliography is limited to material in Roman-alphabet languages, its scope, orientation, and format are designed to make the project internationally useful and intelligible.
"This anthology of "new" approches to literary study takes its name from Lope de Vega's Arte nuevo de hacer comedias. Like Lope's poem on poetics, this volume also operates as a defense, in the sense that many of the articles include a defense of the usefulness of literary theory in general, and of their chosen approach in particular, for enriching the study of the comedia." "In these essays, it is the not quite
new art of "estudiar" rather than "hacer" drama that is the central concern, the contributors defending theoretical innovations approximately twenty years after James Parr, in the pages of Hispania, issued his challenge to Hispanists to update their approach. This volume, which combines innovative scholarship with the "metacriticism" that many critics advocate in all literary study, is directed both the
students of literature and to scholars who wish to expand their knowledge of the many different areas of theoretical inquiry that comediantes are currently exploring."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Creating Spaniards
An International Bibliography
Lorca - a Dream of Life
Fuente Ovejuna ; Lost in a Mirror (It Serves Them Right)
Fuente Ovejuna/Lost in a Mirror
Twenty-One Interviews
Lope de Vega's Fuente Ovejuna takes its name from a Spanish Village which rebels against its military tyrant. It is a true story of rebellion led by a young woman. The play has became a symbol of worldwide struggles against oppression. Lost in a Mirror (El Castigo sin Venganza) is the story of a woman who
marries a contemptous Duke and finds herself, against her will, falling in love with her stepson. Their illicit love is discovered and the Duke exacts revenge, leaving his own life in ruins. The play is driven by highly-charged sexual poetry.
The Comedia on Page, Stage and Screen
El teatro clásico español a través de sus monarcas
Literary Theory and Spanish Golden Age Drama
Remaking the Comedia
Culture and National Identity in Republican Spain
Traveler, There Is No Road
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